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Today!

•  SSL/TLS
•  Comparing crypto key fingerprints
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SSL

•  Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and its 
successor, Transport Layer Security (TLS) 
enable secure communication

•  Frequently encountered with web browsing 
(HTTPS) and more behind the scenes in 
app, VOIP, etc.
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What does SSL defend against?

•  People snooping on our communications
– The contents of what we’re sending
– Session tokens (see, e.g., Firesheep)

•  Man-in-the-middle attacks
– An imposter who pretends to be the website we 

think we’re talking to and intercepts our 
communications to eavesdrop on them, or 
possibly change them
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How do we know whether to trust a 
certificate?
•  Web of trust
– People you already trust introduce you to people 

they trust
– Can get complicated, doesn’t scale well
– Less frequently seen in practice

•  Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI)
– Certificates are issued by certificate authorities 

that bind cryptographic keys to identities
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Public-Key Infrastructure

•  Binding of keys to identities can be done 
automatically or by humans
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What does PKI look like to 
browsers?
•  Hundreds of trusted certificate authorities

–  Certificate authorities (CAs) sign the certificates binding identities to 
keys

–  See, e.g., Firefox’s advanced settings
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What does PKI look like to sites?

•  Apply for a certificate
– Validation process
– Certificate authorities (CAs) delegate trust (“chain 

of trust”)
– CAs sell you a certificate
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Issues with SSL/TLS/PKIs

•  Implementation issues
•  Communicating to users what is happening
•  Compromised Certificate Authorities
•  Man-in-the-middle attacks
– Downgrade/dumbing-down attacks
– Addition of “rogue” certificates

•  Revocation
•  Timing attacks and other side channels
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What does SSL look like?

•  Depends on the browser
•  Browsers may distinguish between
– No SSL
– Regular SSL cert
– Extended validation (EV) cert
– Mixed content
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Icons as of 2015

Rethinking Connection Security Indicators
https://www.usenix.org/conference/soups2016/technical-sessions/presentation/porter-felt
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EV cert in 5 browsers
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Safari 10 (2017) 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Firefox 51 (2017) 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Chrome 56 (2017)
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Self-signed certificates

•  What happens if someone signs their own 
certificate and chooses not to use the PKI 
infrastructure?
– You get a warning! 
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Warnings
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Chromium
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Chromium
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Mozilla Firefox
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Mozilla Firefox
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Comparing crypto 
key fingerprints
•  What threat does this 

defend against?
–  Communicating with 

someone other than 
the person you think 
you are communicating 
with
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Textual Representations

•  Numbers (159.5 bits)
•  People used to remembering 

numbers  (e.g. phone numbers, 
debit card PIN)

BC95	4013	2403	4C3A	C6FC	
3CE3	117F	86A6	8C41	C435	

6749	1008	6111	3692	5410	1044	
1059	5600	3737	5418	5839	2681	

buri	padi	luya	kilo	yise	rada	
deyu	sipi	hofe	hage	xata	rite	

•  Hexadecimal (160 bits)
•  Standard format for cryptographic 

fingerprints

•  Alternating  vowels/consonants 
(161.1 bits)

•  Pseudowords can be pronounced 
easily
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Textual Representations

error	seed	some	stage	
skin	expansion	trousers	trouble	
thought	probable	land	stone	
steel	brush	self	harbor	

The	nerve	gets	safely.	
Her	sick	hand	offers	her	open	touch	fixedly.	
His	safe	request	thinks	before	your	flower.	
That	sun	is	your	black	smoke.	

•  Words (155.7 bits)
•  May be easier to compare sets 

of words rather than 
meaningless text

•  Sentences (159.8 bits)
•  Generated using a deterministic 

sentence generator
•  Sentences add more structure, 

which may help comparison
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Graphical Representations
+--[ECDSA		256]---+	
|								o	o.					|	
|									=	o					|	
|								+	.	.				|	
|									o	.					|	
|								S	.						|	
|									o	E	.			|	
|										+	o	+..|	
|									.	o	*	+o|	
|										o.++*o.|	
+-----------------+	

•  Visual host key (≤ 128 bits)
•  Used in OpenSSH
•  Remembering and comparing 

visual patterns may be easier 
than for text

•  Vash (≈ 5,438 bits)
•  Abstract art created using a 

PRNG
•  Given large entropy, images 

tend to be more distinctive
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Graphical Representations

•  Unicorns (≈ 2,854 bits)
•  Avatar-like representation
•  Generated using a PRNG that 

determines appearance of 
different elements (e.g., rainbow 
location, horn length, unicorn 
pose)

•  May facilitate comparison by 
providing clear reference points 
to check

•  Also may be easier to memorize 
image summary for quick 
comparison
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How can these fingerprints be 
attacked?
•  Attacker tries to substitute a similar 

fingerprint and hopes the user doesn’t 
notice

•  Requires attacker to generate a public key 
that has a similar looking fingerprint

•  The more similar it needs to be, the harder it 
will be for the attacker to generate this

•  So how similar does it need to be to fool 
users?
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Which fingerprint formats are best?

•  What makes a good fingerprint format?
•  How could we evaluate that?
•  What are your predictions?
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See forthcoming paper!

•  To be presented at CHI 2017 and at CMU 
privacy seminar April 27, noon, HBH1002

•  J. Tan, L. Bauer, J. Bonneau, L. F. Cranor, J. 
Thomas, and B. Ur. Can unicors help users 
compare crypto key fingerprints? CHI 2017. 


